
TRUST. ELEVATED.
You’re only as safe as the company you keep.



Fall Protection is All We Do 
 

Our mission is to design, test and 
manufacture the most trusted
fall protection products and 
to provide expert training and 
support. Period.

Our Vision is to lead the way in 
providing fall protection solutions 
through unmatched product 
development, training, and 
customer support. 



Class 1
ANSI Z359.14.-2021 
Class 1 Devices are non-leading edge and designed for 
at or above D-Ring tie off

FT-One™ 
Harnesses

The patent pending FT-One™ 
harness is designed for total 
comfort while also built for the 
toughest jobs.  It sets the bar 
high with the next generation 
of light weight, infinitely 
adjustable, and comfortably 
annoyance-free harnesses. 
The FT-OneTM gives you the 
freedom to work at your best 
without soreness or fatigue.

11’ Web FT-X™
SRL

The 11’ Web FT-X™ Class 1 
SLR is both light weight and 
durable engineered for people 
who will not compromise 
on safety, compliance, or 
efficiency when working at 
height.



Class 2
ANSI Z359.14.-2021 
Class 2 Devices are approved for leading edge and
designed for down to 5’ below D-Ring tie off

FT-Iron™ 
Harnesses

The patent pending FT-
IronTM harness provides 
all-day comfort and all-out 
strength. Tough enough for 
ironworkers, the FT-IronTM 
is lightweight, durable, and 
comfortable for any trade all 
in one rugged harness.

FT-X™ 
Edgecore 
SRL-P

The patent pending 8’ FT-X™ 
EdgeCore™ Class 2 SRL-P is 
superlight, comfortable and 
engineered for those who do 
not compromise on safety, 
compliance, worker comfort, 
and efficiency when working 
at height. 



| 84108SP8S

SRLs FallTech® offers a full range of ANSI Class 1 and Class 2 self-retracting lifeline solutions to meet nearly every user requirement and, for a 
wide range of applications.

| 8127B | 8143 | 7078C | 7016BFD

Body Wear When it comes to your fall protection equipment, there’s nothing more personal or essential than your full body harness.

| 7509 | 6050428WR | 7278

Confined Space Commonly used to raise and lower personnel in confined work spaces, davit and tripod systems are essential components of any confined 
space entry and retrieval plan.

| 8240Y3| 8354LEYC2D | 8366C | 8250

Connectors FallTech® offers a complete selection of connectors - a result of years of listening to your needs and adhering to the highest standards and 
testing.

| 7530 | 7460A| 7372| 7446

Anchorages Falltech® anchorages connectors are designed to meet a wide variety of requirements for general and specific user applications.

| 72706SB2

To see our full line of products for each category, use your smartphone camera to scan the QR code.

| 84108TP3| 721530L



Kits Our kits provide you with user-based solutions by prepacking our most accepted harnesses and lanyards.

Systems Temporary HLL systems provide uniquely adjustable solutions for mobile users and support varied work site applications with changing 
fall clearance requirements.

| 8180D | 8180R | 8077FDQC| 721530T

Utilities Patent pending FallTech® APEX™ Pro Wood Pole Fall Restrict Devices eliminate the shortcomings of traditional fall restrict devices, allowing 
you to work smoother and faster than ever before. 

| 60260AR

Rescue FallTech® products are designed for both self and assisted rescues that require stable, controlled descents.

Tool Tethering FallTech® offers tool tethering systems you can count on – with interchangeable solutions that are simple to use.

| 5212A1 | 5030A | 5400A1 | 5605A1

| 68141502K| 685020 | 5040

| 8595A | KIT162596P

| 77602K

To view our full range of products, visit us at www.falltech.com


